Abstract-Collaborative filtering techniques are successfully employed in recommender systems to assist users counter the information overload by making accurate personalized recommendations. However, such systems are shown to be at risk of attacks. Malicious users can deliberately insert biased profiles in favor/disfavor of chosen item(s). The presence of the biased profiles can violate the underlying principle of the recommender algorithm and affect the recommendations. This paper proposes two metrics namely, Rating Deviation from Mean Bias (RDMB) and Compromised Item Deviation Analysis (CIDA) for identification of malicious profiles and compromised items, respectively. A framework is developed for investigating the effectiveness of the proposed metrics. Extensive evaluation on benchmark datasets has shown that the metrics due to their high Information Gain lead to more accurate detection of shilling profiles compared to the other state of the art metrics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Collaborative filtering (CF) systems making personalized recommendations from a large number of options are widely used in e-commerce services like Grouplens [14] , Ringo [15] ,Amazon, YouTube, Facebook, last.fm etc. Collaborative filtering technique is widely used in machine learning research because of its domain free nature. CF recommender systems are developed based on the conviction that everyone in the user community is fair and only gives genuine feedback [8] . Unfortunately, malicious users giving faulty feedback might alter the system functionality. A CF recommender system is said to be attacked, when the functionality of the recommender system is intentionally influenced resulting in inaccurate recommendations. The intent of the attack is either to promote certain item(s) or to demote item(s) referred to as push or nuke attack, respectively.
Prediction capability of the recommender system may be altered for wrongful gain by providing counterfeit feedback from a group of users. Users having a common goal are known as shills and the attack is known as shilling attack or profile injection attack [10] .Shilling profiles are similar as they were created with a common intent [7] . The distortion in ratings in the form of shilling profiles violates the underlying modeling assumptions of the recommender system and may compromise the prediction quality of recommender system [10] .Thus, discovering shills hidden in recommender systems is crucial to enhance the standard of the recommendations. Detection and removal of fake user profiles from the system is error-prone, because strict screening may result in misclassifying a genuine profile as fake profile leading to low precision. On the other hand, accepting fake profile as genuine profile is detrimental to the system performance in terms of recall. Both precision and recall should be high for the detection algorithm in separating malicious profiles from normal profiles. Current techniques could not achieve a good tradeoff in identifying malicious users; PCA is an exception but suffers high latency in time.
Types of attacks on the recommender systems, attack detection techniques, robustness of the algorithms with cost benefit analysis were studied in the literature [7] . The attack detection methods proposed in the literature are broadly divided into supervised and unsupervised detection methods. Supervised methods are trained with labeled data in order to classify unlabeled user profiles into malicious and genuine users. supervised methods also exist in the literature which require more time than the methods mentioned above [17] . This paper proposes two novel metrics, namely Rating Deviation from Mean Bias (RDMB) and Compromised Item Deviation Analysis (CIDA). RDMB identifies the suspicious malicious users, while CIDA identifies the compromised targeted item(s) from the suspicious malicious profiles.
A framework is developed to investigate the effectiveness of these newly devised metrics for identifying shilling profiles belonging to four different attack models. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section-II describes related concepts and existing literature. Section-III describes the proposed metrics and the corresponding framework. Section-IV illustrates the Experimentation. Section-V covers the results analysis followed by conclusion in Section VI.
II. RELATED CONCEPTS AND EXISTING LITERATURE
This section describes about the popular attacks in Recommender System. Finally, popular shilling attack detection methods are reviewed.
A. Attack Models
According to the intent of the attacker and the attack model chosen for inserting the synthetic profiles, the total set of items (I) in the database is partitioned into four mutually exclusive subsets namely Target Set ( ) , Selected Set( ), Filler Set( ) and Empty Set( ∅ ).Hence, the total number of items in the database is given as | | = | | + | | + | | + | ∅ | . The general form (template) of a shilling profile is shown in Fig.1 Items of the target set (I T ) are the items which are given maximum or minimum ratings assigned by the function with the objective of promoting(push attack) or demoting(nuke attack) the item. The Target set may contain a single item or multiple items. Selected set (I S ) contains either popular or unpopular items selected across the whole database based on push attack or nuke attack, respectively. The function is used to assign ratings to items in the selected set. Items in the filler set (I F ) are selected randomly and are assigned ratings given by a pseudo random number generator function based on the attack model.The selection and ratings of the filler items may differ among a group of shilling profiles, in order to disguise the profiles as genuine profiles. The set of items with no ratings in the profile are referred to as Empty set.
This research work studied the effectiveness of proposed metrics for the detection of shilling profiles belonging to two basic attack models namely Random and Average attack and their specific tailor-made extension models for push and nuke attacks, namely Bandwagon and Reverse Bandwagon attacks. Table. 1 depicts the rating pattern of items belonging to , and sets for shilling attack profiles under the four different attack models. N (μ,σ) denotes the normal distribution with mean μ and standard deviation σ of all items, μ i and σ i refers to the mean and standard deviation of item over all users who rated the item. 
i) Random Attack
Random attack [3, 10] can be considered as the naï ve attack of all attacks models as it requires little knowledge of the rating distribution. Target item is assigned maximum or minimum rating value for push attack or nuke attack, respectively. There are no elements present in the selected set. Filler items are chosen arbitrarily and assigned random ratings drawn from normal distribution with mean and standard deviation over all items.
ii) Average Attack
Average attack [3, 10] is similar to random attack except that each filler item is assigned rating drawn from the normal distribution with the corresponding item mean and item standard deviation. Average attack requires a comprehensive knowledge on the rating distribution.
iii) Bandwagon Attack
Bandwagon attack [3] can be viewed as an extension to the random attack where a set of popular selected items are also included. Frequently rated items which are more popular are randomly included in selected items set and assigned maximum value making the profile to be similar to more number of genuine users. Filler items are assigned random values in the profile.
iv) Reverse Bandwagon Attack
Reverse Bandwagon Attack model [12] is used for Nuke Attack. It is a variation of Bandwagon Attack. Frequently rated items which are normally disliked are randomly included in selected items set and assigned a minimum value along with the target. Filler Items are assigned Random values.
B. Attack Detection
Chirita et al. [5] proposed two metrics, namely Rating Deviation from Mean Agreement (RDMA) and Degree of Similarity with top neighbors (DegSim) for detecting malicious profiles. RDMA measures the deviation of agreement from other users on a set of target items, combined with the inverse rating frequency for these items. DegSim estimates the average of the similarities of the top k nearest neighbors with the current user using Pearson correlation.
Burke et al. [4] , derived two new metrics, namely weighted deviation from mean agreement (WDMA) and weighted degree of agreement (WDA) relying on RDMA. WDMA metric is similar to RDMA, but places greater weight on the ratings of sparse items by using square of the inverse rating frequency for these items. WDA, ignores the number of ratings per item, thus only numerator part of the RDMA is considered. Burke et al. [4] also proposed length variance (lengthVar), which measures the deviation in length of a given user profile from the average length, where length is the number of ratings available in the database for the profile.
Zhang et al. [18] proposed TWDMA metric derived from RDMA attribute weighted by trust values used to prevent malicious users in trust-based systems.
Bryan et al. [2] analyzed the attack profile detection is analogous to identification of bi-clusters in gene microarray expression data. Variance-adjusted score was used for the unsupervised retrieval of attack profiles in recommender systems. Profiles having higher − are identified as malicious profiles. Bhaumik et al. [1] has shown the use of two statistical process control (SPC) based techniques, namely X-bar control limit and Confidence Interval control limit in the detection of abnormal profiles. Items which fall outside these limits are marked as suspicious items.
Zhou et. al [19] proposed improved statistical metric based on DegSim (Degree of Similarity with Top Neighbors) and RDMA(Rating Deviation from Mean Agreement) which are used to distinguish attack profiles from normal profiles using target item analysis.
Variable selection techniques such as PCA and clustering techniques such as PLSA were applied to detect shilling attacks using statistical methods [11] . PCA-Var Select performance is better than PLSA in detecting attack profiles [11] . PCA has advantage over PLSA in the ranking users using cumulative similarity to other users.
Gunes et al. [7] provides a comprehensive review on various attack detection methods classifying them into supervised, unsupervised and semi supervised methods.
III. PROPOSED METRICS FOR ATTACK DETECTION
Baseline predictors also known as biases [9] capture the effects which do not involve user-item interaction. General form of a baseline predictor is given as:
The prediction of user u for item i is represented as r u,i , is the average of all ratings in the database, and are user and item bias, respectively. The set of users rated for i th item and the set of items rated by u th user are denoted by U i and I u respectively. The bias of user is defined as the average deviation from global mean( ) as follows:
Inserting several attack profiles into the database of the recommender system affect the bias of the target items. This paper proposes new metrics to find the bias inserted by the malicious users using baseline predictors [9] and the algorithm [16] used for rating prediction in collaborative filtering-based recommender systems. Each non-zero-rating entry in the sparse rating matrix is transformed as:
The entryr u,i represents the user-item pair (u,i) in the sparse rating matrix × , where m and n are the number of users and items in the system, respectively. A u,i represents the entry for user-item pair(u,i) in transformed matrix × which isalso sparse. Equation (2) removes user-bias and from the corresponding rating entries in the matrix leaving residue of rating having global average and corresponding item bias, according to equation (1) . The term represents the average bias of all the items in the database spanning over all users as given in equation (3.1).
Rating Deviation from Mean Bias (RDMB)
RDMB measures the user deviation from agreed meanbias of all items in the database.
is the value in the transformed matrix, is the 
Compromised Item Deviation Analysis (CIDA)
CIDA is used to identify the targeted item. It measures the item deviation from the users mean rating, within the scope of the top-n suspicious malicious users, given as
is the rating given to by , ̅ is the average rating of the .
A. Framework for attack detection
Fig .2 describes the framework for detection and retrieval of injected profiles. The framework is called as "UnRIP", Unsupervised Retrieval of Injected Profiles. The framework has three modules, namely suspicious user profiles identification, compromised item identification, and retrieval of injected profiles.
Identification of suspicious user profiles using RDMB
Module-1 in the UnRIP Framework involves calculating RDMB scores for all users in the database. The user profiles are sorted in descending order of RDMB values so that the attack profiles tend to cluster together in the upper part of the sorted list. Profiles having high RDMB values as specified in algorithm-1 are labeled as suspicious malicious profiles. 
;
Algorithm -1 summarizes the process of finding suspicious malicious profiles in stage-1. The constant sigma_threshold is used to determine the abnormal deviation from average RDMB scores. Limit in Line-5is the threshold used to identify the user profiles which exhibit more than specified sigma_thresholdfrom the overall mean of RDMB scores. Users below specified threshold are considered as normal users [1] . Line-7 identifies users having RDMB value greater than the Limit as suspicious users. sigma_threshold can be 0,1,2 or 3 to identify the suspicious user profiles.In the experimentation sigma_threshold is fixed at 1.
Identification of compromised Item using CIDA
Module-2 in the UnRIP framework involves identifying the target item. To identify the target item, the top-n users in the suspicious malicious users list having high RDMB scores are examined. CIDA values of all items are calculated, using top-n suspicious malicious profiles. The item(s) with the largest positive CIDA value in case of a pushed attack and smallest negative CIDA value in case of a nuke attack is identified as targeted item(s). Algorithm -2 summarizes the process of finding compromised items in Module-2. Once the CIDA for every item rated by top-n users is calculated, the list is sorted and item with largest positive CIDA value is taken for push attack, item with smallest negative CIDA value is taken for nuke attack.
Algorithm -2 : Identification of compromised Item(s)
Input
Retrieval of Injected Profiles
Module-3 in the UnRIP framework further eliminates the wrongly identified normal user profiles, from the list of suspicious malicious user profiles identified from Module-1, to complete the detection process of shilling profiles as specified in algorithm-3. Algorithm -3 summarizes the process of identifying shilling profiles by further screening the suspicious users in with reference to the compromised item(s).The identified candidate profiles are further filtered by eliminating profiles that have not rated the target item or rated in reverse to the considered attack. Specifically, for a push attack, a user who has rated higher than the average rating while for a nuke attack, a user who has rated lower than the average rating is identified as malicious user.
Algorithm -3 : Identification of malicious User(s) through analysis of compromised Item(s)
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
This section describes the experimental settings. Extensive experiments based on MovieLens datasets [6] and NetFlix 1 dataset are conducted. The effectiveness of the proposed metric RDMB, to identify attack profiles using different attack models in comparison with existing metrics [2, 4] is studied through Information Gain (IG).
In section 4.3 we investigate the ability of our frame to detect attack profiles in comparison with prominent unsupervised attack detection methods, PCAVarSelect [11] and UnRAP [2] .
A. Experimental datasets
To evaluate the proposed metrics and framework, the following four datasets are used to create experimental datasets.
i) MovieLens 100K dataset
This data set contains 100,000 ratings across 1682 movies given by 943 users. Each user in the dataset has rated at least 20 movies. All ratings are integer values between 1 and 5, where 1 indicates most disliked and 5 indicate most liked.
ii) MovieLens 1M dataset
This data set contains 1,000,209 ratings across 3952 movies given by6040 users. Each user in the dataset has rated at least 20 movies. All ratings are integer values between 1 and 5, where 1 indicates most disliked and 5 indicate most liked.
iii) MovieLens Latest dataset
This dataset contains 26024289 ratings across 45843 movies given by 270896 users. Each user in the dataset has rated at least 1 movie. Ratings are from 0.5 to 5 with an increment of 0.5, where 0.5 indicates most disliked and 5 indicate most liked. A random sample of 6, 57,985 ratings over 3260 movies given by 8969 users is used as the experimental dataset.
iv) NetFlix dataset
This dataset contains 103,297,638 ratings over 17,770 movies given by 480,189 users. All ratings are integer values between 1 and 5, where 1 indicates most disliked and 5 indicate most liked. A random sample of 4, 22,204 ratings over 4370movies given by 8000users is used as the experimental dataset.
The number of users rated an item is referred to as 'density of rating' for the item. Table. 2 shows the division of items according to density of ratings into 5 groups. In the experimentation, a stratified random sample of 30 items, in total, ten from each of LD, MD, HD groups are considered as target items. Items having ratings less than 40 and ratings greater than 300 are not considered in the target selection. A target item in the experimental dataset has an average rating between 2 to 4, 3 to 5 for push and nuke attacks, respectively. For Bandwagon and Reverse bandwagon attacks the profiles include popular or unpopular items in the selected subset which is formed by randomly selecting among the items of VHD group, those with an average rating greater than 4 for Bandwagon attack and less than 3 for Reverse bandwagon attack. Experimental dataset has two parts, namely authentic profiles and attack profiles. Attack profiles are generated in the experiments; assuming real attack profiles are not present in Movie Lens datasets and NetFlix dataset, the attack profiles are generated using 4 different attack models as discussed previously. For each attack model, attack profiles are created using different attack size 2 {1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, 5%} and different filler size 3 {2.5%, 5.0%, 7.5%, 10.0%, 12.5%, 15%}. The attack datasets thus created are combined with the corresponding authentic datasets to form the experimental datasets. Therefore, a total of 3600 (4 (attack models) ×5 (attack sizes) ×6 (filler sizes) × 30 (Target Movies)) experimental datasets are constructed with each dataset. The top-n is taken as 15 for MovieLens datasets, while top-n is taken as 30 for NetFlix dataset. 2 Number of profiles inserted compared to total number of users in the recommender system 3 Number of items rated by user compared to total available items in the recommender system 
B. Evaluation of RDMB Metric
The functionality/adequacy of the attack detection metric employed in the framework to distinguish the attack profiles from normal user profiles is evaluated by using Information Gain metric [2, 4] . The information theoretic measure, Information Gain, quantifies the effectiveness of a metric in dividing a set of user profiles into normal verses attack groups. The proposed metric RDMB is compared with RDMA, WDMA, WDA and -score metric towards recognizing random, average, bandwagon and reverse bandwagon attack. Fig.3, Fig.5 , Fig.7 and Fig.9 show the Information Gain achieved with profiles having 2.5% filler size over different attack size through best split between attack profiles and normal profiles on different datasets. Fig.4, Fig.6, Fig.8 and Fig.10 show the Information Gain achieved with inclusion of 1% attack profiles for different filler sizes through best split between attack profiles and normal profiles on different datasets.
It may be observed that RDMB outperformed all other metrics. It can be noted from Fig.3through Fig.10 , the performance of RDMA, WDMA, and WDA is not competitive in dealing with average attack. Fig.3 and Fig.4 , reveals the Information Gain for -score metric in identifying Bandwagon attack is comparatively less which indicates the limitation of -score metric to identify Bandwagon attacks with low filler sizes. 
Evaluating the Frame work
The robustness of the attack detection framework lies in the ability to ascertain the differences between an attack profile and a normal profile.
i) Evaluation metrics
To evaluate the performance of our proposed framework, we use Precision and Recall which are defined as [4] . Where #True Positives represents the number shilling profiles correctly identified as attack profiles, #True Negatives represents the number of normal profiles correctly identified as normal user profiles. #False Negatives represents the number of shilling profiles identified as normal user profiles and #False Positives represents the number of normal profiles identified as shilling profiles.
ii) Detection using PCA-VarSelect PCA-VarSelect [11] is an unsupervised variable selection procedure used to identify malicious users in the system as they have least covariance with other users. In the procedure, users are treated as variables, items are represented as observations and the covariance matrix is calculated after replacing ratings with z-scores [11] . Eigen decomposition is applied on covariance matrix to obtain principal components (PCs). Each PC contains a coefficient of every variable, i.e. every user. First m PCs are used for the selection of users. Users with smallest PC following coefficients are identified as malicious users. PCA-VarSelect performs well when the data is highly correlated, but it needs to know in advance the number of attack profiles (p) to detect. The parameter p, number of shilling profiles present in the system is hard to estimate, in the experiments, p is equal to the number of shilling profiles inserted.
iii) Detection using UnRAP
Unsupervised Retrieval of Attack Profiles (UnRAP) [2] algorithm ranks every user in the database using -score metric. Profiles with larger values of -score may be identified as malicious. The target item is identified using top-sp (10 is specified by the author for MovieLens 100k) profiles with largest -score. The item which has maximum deviation from mean rating of the user becomes the target item. Next, Attack profiles are retrieved passing a sliding window of sp users along the -score sorted user list by eliminating one user each time. The observed calculation in rating deviation for the target item over the sliding window can be obtained through the summation of rating deviation. This process is continued until it reaches a ceased point (stopping point) when summation of rating deviation reaches to zero. The user navigated up to the ceased point is considered as candidate attack profiles. The candidate profiles are further filtered to eliminate profiles which do not rate the target item following the attack strategy. The top-sp is taken as 15 for MovieLens 1m dataset; top-sp is taken as 30 for MovieLens Latest dataset, and while topn is taken as 80 for NetFlix dataset for effective detection of shilling profiles. It can be noted from Fig.12, Fig.13 , on the MovieLens 100k dataset with four attack models, the precision and recall achieved using PCA-VarSelect is between 0.76and 1.0, the precision and recall achieved using UnRAP is between 0.84and1.0, 0.9 and 1.0, respectively. The precision achieved using UnRIP is between 0.81and1.0 and the recall is 1.0.It can be inferred from the above that UnRIP has outperformed both PCA-VarSelect and UnRAP.
It is revealed from Fig.14, Fig.15 , on the MovieLens 1m dataset, the precision and recall achieved using PCAVarSelect with four attack models is between 0.77 to 0.96, the precision and recall achieved using UnRAP is between 0.99 and 1.0, 0.97and 1.0, respectively. The precision achieved using UnRIP is between 0.98 and 1.0, and the recall is 1.0. It can be inferred from the above that UnRIP has outperformed both PCA-VarSelect and UnRAP.
It can be verified from Fig.16, Fig.17 , on the MovieLens Latest dataset, the precision and recall achieved using PCA-VarSelect with four attack models is between 0.36 to 0.98, the precision and recall achieved using UnRAP is between 0.0 to 1.0, the precision and recall achieved using UnRIP is at its maximum i.e., 1.0. it can be inferred from the above, UnRIP has outperformed both PCA-VarSelect and UnRAP.
It can be noted from Fig.18, Fig.19 , on the NetFlix dataset, the precision and recall achieved using PCAVarSelect with four attack models is between 0.36and 0.98, the precision and recall achieved using UnRAP is between 0.14and1.0,0.08 and1.0, respectively. For the UnRIP, the precision is between 0.99 and 1.0, the recall is at its maximum i.e., 1.0. It can be inferred that, UnRIP has outperformed both PCA-VarsSelect and UnRAP.
Precision and recall are same with PCA-VarSelect when the number of malicious profiles to detect is equal to injected profiles. PCA-VarSelect performance is at its low with lower filler size for smaller datasets. Traditional PCA suffers from high latency which can be verified from Table. 3 Latest strategies like performing thin SVD to select 3-5 dimensions which gives a good approximation similar to performing complete PCA [11] .
UnRAP algorithm fails to identify the target with bandwagon and reverse bandwagon attack. − metric does not perform well with Bandwagon attack which leads to inconsistency in identifying the target item. The metric fails to cluster the shilling profiles to the top of the list for large datasets. It is clear from Table. 3, time taken to retrieve attack profiles increases with increase in window size for larger datasets using UnRAP algorithm.
The proposed framework (UnRIP) has 100% detection capability and is consistent with all attack models. RDMB metric successfully cluster attack profiles to the top of the sorted list of RDMB scores. CIDA successfully identify the targeted item using top-n list of users obtained from RDMB scores. It can be verified from Table. 3, the proposed framework is fast and consistent in identifying and separating malicious profiles from the normal profiles.
All the experiments are done with Intel core i7-2.60 GHz processor with 8.00 GB RAM. The experimentation is carried using R programming [13] .
VI. CONCLUSION
A recommender system can be misled, to provide biased predictions by inserting shilling profiles with fabricated identities. In this paper, two novel metrics are proposed for distinguishing the shilling profiles from normal profiles in collaborative filtering recommender systems. RDMB has clearly outperformed other prominent metrics available in the literature in terms of Information Gain. RDMB successfully cluster the shills to differentiate from normal users. RDMB is consistent in segregating the attack profiles injected through any of the attack strategies. The proposed framework using the metrics RDMB, CIDA has identified the shilling profiles with high accuracy under different attack models and the frame work is fast in identifying the malicious profiles and hence also scalable. The effectiveness of RDMB metric improves with increase in dataset size which is reflected by higher values of Information Gain.
